Draw or create a picture of our solar
system

Using any materials you like, make your
own space rocket. Maybe take
inspiration from a Science Fiction Film.

Create you own Space themed book
mark.

Find out about our moon e.g. Why does
it seem to change shape? How does it
affect our seas? Who was the first man
to walk on the moon?

Find the names of 5 children’s books
about Space.

Find out about the NASA space
shuttle at www.nasa.gov/missionpages/
shuttle/main/index.html….draw a
picture, watch a video of the launch,
make a fact sheet.

Draw or make an alien….what will it look
like? For example, will it have more
than 2 eyes? How many arms will it
have? Does it have legs? What colour is
it?

Make a sandwich, biscuit or healthy
snack with a space or alien based
theme. Perhaps, try some vegetable
carving.

Design and make a thank-you card for
someone who works at Perryfields (or
someone at home), who has helped you.

You are going on a spaceship and can
only take 5 things with you. What will
you take? Give reasons for each item
and how they will be useful.

Write a shape or an acrostic poem
about one of the planets or something
with a ‘space’ theme.

Watch one of the space video’s by story
bots about our solar system.

Find out about a famous Astronaut like
Buzz Aldrin, Neil Armstrong, Yury
Gagarin, Tim Peake or Helen Sharman.

Take a picture of the night sky, can you
label any star consolations. Or research
and note some information about the
famous star consolations.

Or research about a fictional
character like Han Solo or Captain Kirk.

Use your imagination to design, make,
paint and name you own planet.

http://www.storybots.com/
videos#outer-space

Complete one of the solar system craft
activities on http://
spaceplace.nasa.gov/menu/solarsystem/

e.g. Oreo phases of the moon!

Each half-term, we will be issuing each child with a homework grid with a selection of different homework tasks on. The tasks will link to key skills and
values. As you complete each task, please date and sign the box and return the evidence to school. The evidence could be a drawing, a photo/video,
some writing—a poem, letter, short story or report, a model or an object. Try to aim for 1-2 tasks per week. The evidence will be shared by the class
teacher once a week as part of the pupils Social Skills/PHSCE lesson. You can email your completed tasks to office@perryfields.worcs.sch.uk
Thank-you for your support on this matter— If you require any resources, glue, paper etc… please contact the class teacher via the home school sheet.

